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ABSTRACT 

KEYWORDS:

 INTRODUCTION:

n the Buddhist literatures we find a set of four virtues of life which is called mysteriously Brahma-vihâras or the 

stations of Brahma, namely, love or Loving-kindness or friendliness (Metta), Compassion (Karu?a), ISympathetic joy (Mudita), and Equanimity or Inparatiality (Upekkha). This set of four virtues is meant to 
regulate our inner peace and peace with other. 

Mettâ, Karu?a,Mudita, and Upekkha

The Brahma-vihara are a pre-Buddhist concept, to which the Buddhist tradition gave its own 
interpretation. The DighaNikaya asserts the Buddha to be calling the Brahmavihara as "that practice", and he 
then contrasts it with "my practice" as follows: ...that practice [namely, the mere cultivation of love and so forth, 
according to the fourfold instructions] is conducive not to turning away, nor to dispassion, nor to quieting, nor to 
cessation, nor to direct knowledge, nor to enlightenment, nor to nirvana, but only to rebirth in the world Brahma. 
...my practice is conducive to complete turning away, dispassion, cessation, quieting, direct knowledge, 
enlightenment, and nirvana – specifically the eightfold noble path.

The Buddhist usage of the brahma-vihâra originally referred to an awakened state of mind, and a 
concrete attitude toward other beings which was equal to "living with Brahman" here and now. The later 
tradition took those descriptions too literally, linking them to cosmology and understanding them as "living with 
Brahman" by rebirth in the Brahma-world. "The Buddha taught that kindness - what Christians tend to call love - 
was a way to salvation. 

In the Tevijja Sutta, The Threefold Knowledge of the Digha Nikaya set of scriptures, the Buddha is asked 
the way to fellowship/companionship/communion with Brahma. He replies that he personally knows the world 
of Brahma and the way to it, and explains the meditative method for reaching it by using an analogy of the 

resonance of the conch shell of the a??ama?gala:
A monk suffuses the world in the four directions with a mind of benevolence, then above, and below, and 

all around – the whole world from all sides, completely, with a benevolent, all-embracing, great, boundless, 

peaceful and friendly mind … Just as a powerful conch-blower makes himself heard with no great effort in all four 
[cardinal] directions, so too is there no limit to the unfolding of [this] heart-liberating benevolence. This is a way 
to communion with Brahma. The Buddha then says that the monk must follow this up with an equal suffusion of 
the entire world with mental projections of compassion, sympathetic joy, and equanimity. 
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Metta for peace

Benefits eleven

Karu?a for Peace

Mettameans "friendly, amicable, benevolent, affectionate, kind, good-will", as well as a form of "love, 
amity, sympathy". The term appears in Buddhist texts as an important concept and practice. Metta is love or 

loving-kindness or friendliness. Metta is a feeling that is directed towards those who are happy in life (as Karu?a 
is shown to those who are unhappy and afflicted). Its opposite is Vyapada or malice. It is characterized by the 
desire to do good to others and provide them with what is useful. Loving-kindness is active good will towards all. 
loving-kindness is the warm-hearted concern for the wellbeing of others. Its opposite is anger, cruelty jealousy 
and attachment. Love is epitomized by the heart-felt with, '' May all beings be happy". 

The Buddhist scriptures acknowledge that the Metta-concept containing four Brahmavihara meditation 
practices "did not originate within the Buddhist tradition". The Buddha never claimed that the "four 
immeasurables" and related Metta-meditation were his unique ideas, in a manner similar to "cessation, 
quieting, nirvana". Metta or lovingkindness is a heartfelt aspiration for the happiness of all beings. It is different 
than "lack of ill-will", and more an antidote to it, fear and hatred. It is the precept to conquer anger by kindness, 
conquer the liar by truth, conquer stingy by giving, conquer evil by good. 

Loving-kindness means showing kindness to others so that they will be well and happy. Another word for 
loving-kindness is Metta. We show loving-kindness to others by wishing them to be well and happy. One way to 
show loving-kindness is to help other people so that they will be able to do things by themselves. We wish 
ourselves to be well and happy so that we can do good and help others - and because we all want to be happy. We 
should try to make our parents and teachers well and happy because they teach us so many interesting things 
that we do not know about. We should try to make animals well and happy. Animals are just like human beings 
because they also suffer pain and sadness. Before going to bed, we should generate loving-kindness for all 
beings. If we always do this, we will be happy and peaceful.

The Buddha says that there are a number of benefits from the practicing of metta meditation.When the 
liberation of the mind by loving-kindness has been pursued, developed, and cultivated, made a vehicle and basis, 
carried out, consolidated, and properly undertaken, eleven benefits are to be expected. What eleven? (1) One 
sleeps well; (2) one awakens happily; (3) one does not have bad dreams; (4) one is pleasing to human beings; (5)  
one is pleasing to spirits; (6) deities protect one; (7) fire, poison, and weapons do not injure one; (8) one's mind 
quickly becomes concentrated; (9) one's facial complexion is serene; (10) one dies unconfused; and (11) if one 
does not penetrate further, one fares on to the Brahma world. 

Karu?a is epitomized by the heart-felt wish: "May all being be free from suffering. Karu?a is important in 

all schools of Buddhism. For Theravada Buddhists, dwelling in karu?a is a means for attaining a happy present life 
and heavenly rebirth. Compassion results from metta, it is identifying the suffering of others as one's own. 
Compassion is the second of the four Brahma Viharas and was more highly praised by the Buddha than any other 
virtue because it is the root of so many other virtues. Compassion is a mind that is motivated by cherishing other 
living beings and wishes to release them from their suffering.

Sometimes out of selfish intention we can wish for another person to be free from their suffering; this is 
quite common in relationships that are based principally on attachment. If our friend is ill or depressed, for 
example, we may wish him to recover quickly so that we can enjoy his company again; but this wish is basically 
self-centred and is not true compassion. True compassion is necessarily based on cherishing others. Although we 
already have some degree of compassion, at present it is very biased and limited. When our family and friends 
are suffering, we easily develop compassion for them, but we find it far more difficult to feel sympathy for people 
we find unpleasant or for strangers.

Furthermore, we feel compassion for those who are experiencing manifest pain, but not for those who 
are enjoying good conditions, and especially not for those who are engaging in harmful actions. If we genuinely 
want to realize our potential by attaining full enlightenment we need to increase the scope of our compassion 
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until it embraces all living beings without exception, just as a loving mother feels compassion for all her children 
irrespective of whether they are behaving well or badly.

When one develops these four states, the Buddha counsels radiating them in all directions, as in the 

following stock canonical phrase regarding karu?a: He keeps pervading the first direction—as well as the second 

direction, the third, and the fourth—with an awareness imbued with compassion. Thus he keeps pervading 

above, below, and all around, everywhere and in every respect the all-encompassing cosmos with an awareness 
imbued with compassion: abundant, expansive, immeasurable, free from hostility, free from ill will. Such a 
practice purifies one's mind, avoids evil-induced consequences, leads to happiness in one's present life and, if 

there is a future karmic rebirth, it will be in a heavenly realm. The Pa?i commentaries distinguish between karu?a 

and metta in the following complementary manner: Karu?a is the desire to remove harm and suffering from 
others; while metta is the desire to bring about the well-being and happiness of others.

Karu?a is the wish for all sentient beings to be free from suffering. It counters cruelty. People can observe 
the natural attitude of compassion in the world around them. When a mother, for example, sees her son 
seriously ill, she will naturally be moved by compassion and earnestly wishes that he may be free from the 
suffering of his sickness. In the same way, most people have experienced the feeling of compassion upon seeing 
the suffering of a relative, a schoolmate or even a pet. All these are examples of the ordinary feeling of 
compassion. To become a sublime state of mind, compassion has to reach beyond the limited group of 
individuals or beings whom one loves or cares for. Compassion has to be extended to all sentient beings in all the 
realms of existence before it becomes an immeasurable.

Mudita (Skt., Pa?i, ‘empathy’). One of the Buddhist brahma-viharas, a state of joy over the rescue and 
liberation of others from dukkha. It is aspired to as a practice, by entering into the joys of others, and refusing to 
take pleasure in their misfortunes. Mudita is a quality which challenges me greatly. To show Mudita is to show joy 
in the success of others, to be free from jealousy or bitterness, to celebrate happiness and achievement in others 
even when we are facing tragedy ourselves. Empathetic joy is the feeling of joy because others are happy, even if 
one did not contribute to it, it is a form of sympathetic joy; 

It has been rightly stated that it is relatively easier for man to feel compassion or friendliness in situations 
which demand them, than to cherish a spontaneous feeling of shared joy, outside a narrow circle of one's family 
and friends. It mostly requires a deliberate effort to identify oneself with the joys and successes of others. Yet the 
capacity of doing so has psychological roots in man's nature which may be even deeper that his compassionate 
responses. There is firstly the fact that people do like to feel happy and would prefer it to the shared sadness of 
compassion. Man's gregarious nature (his "sociability") already gives him some familiarity with shared emotions 
and shared pleasure, though mostly on a much lower level than that of our present concern. There is also in man 
(and in some animals) not only an aggressive impulse, but also a natural bent towards mutual aid and co-
operative action.

We know very well how envy and jealousy (the chief opponents of unselfish joy) can poison a man's 
character as well as the social relationships on many levels of his life. They can paralyze the productivity of 
society, on governmental, professional, industrial, and commercial levels. Should not, therefore, all effort be 
made to cultivate their antidote, that is Mudita? 

Mudita will also vitalize and ennoble charitable and social work. While compassion is, or should be, the 
inspiration for it, unselfish joy should be its boon companion. Mudita will prevent compassionate action from 
being marred by a condescending and patronizing attitude which often repels or hurts the recipient. Also, when 
active compassion and unselfish joy go together, it will be less likely that works of service turn into dead routine 
performed indifferently. Indifference, listlessness, boredom are said to be the 'distant enemies' of Mudita. They 
can be vanquished by an alliance of compassion and unselfish joy.

In him who gives and helps, the joy he finds in such action will enhance the blessings imparted by these 
wholesome deeds: unselfishness will become more and more natural to him, and such ethical unselfishness will 
help him towards a better appreciation and the final realization of the Buddha's central doctrine of No-self. He 
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will also find it confirmed that he who is joyful in his heart will gain easier the serenity of a concentrated mind. 
These are, indeed, great blessings which the cultivation of joy with others' happiness can bestow!

It was also with this situation in view, that the preceding observations have stressed the fact that a virtue 
like unselfish and altruistic joy has its natural roots in the human heart and can be of immediate benefit to the 
individual and society. In other words, the approach to a modern presentation of Buddhist ethics should be 
pragmatic and contemporary, enlivened by a genuine and warm-hearted human concern.

He thus names appreciation as one of the components of Mudita. How right he is! For one cannot 
appreciate another person without seeing some good in him. If one does not appreciate the other person in the 
slightest degree, one would be hard put to experience joy at any stroke of good fortune or success that may befall 
him. To stimulate feelings of pleasure when, in fact, one feels none, would be the grossest of hypocrisy. Thus, 
Mudita tacitly implies looking for the good in others and learning to recognize and admire what good there is.

To have a sympathetic attitude towards human beings does not betoken an idealization of man, but 
rather a realistic appraisal: that, though often in error and grievously at fault, man has, nevertheless, the 
potential to rise above his darkness and ignorance into the light of knowledge and even to undreamed of heights 
of Nirvana. Unless one has that measure of faith and confidence in mankind which the Buddha himself had, the 
practice of Metta and Karuna is impossible. Thus, the broadest and most simple aspect of Mudita as sympathy 
towards mankind, is also the most basic and important.

To regard Mudita as being relevant only on certain relatively rare occasions when our friends and 
acquaintances come into a bonanza of some kind, is to fragment it and render it trivial, thereby missing the 
essential matrix. It should not be regarded as a matter of turning on a tap from which Mudita will gush forth. 
There should be, in a certain sense, a quiet stream of sympathy and understanding flowing within the individual 
all the time. Though, to be sure, it does also mean developing the capacity to participate in another person's 
finest hour and doing so spontaneously and sincerely. It is indeed a depressing fact that people are much more 
ready to sympathize with the misfortunes of others than to rejoice with them, a psychological quirk in people 
which wrung from Montaigne the ironic statement: There is something altogether not too displeasing in the 
misfortunes of our friends. In their perfection they are "sublime" and "boundless," and to be "dwelt in" as one 
speaks of "dwelling in Peace," so we will leave it at that.

The real meaning of Upekkha is equanimity, not indifference in the sense of unconcern for others. As a 
spiritual virtue, Upekkha means stability in the face of the fluctuations of worldly fortune. It is evenness of mind, 
unshakeable freedom of mind, a state of inner equipoise that cannot be upset by gain and loss, honor and 
dishonor, praise and blame, pleasure and pain. Upekkha is freedom from all points of self-reference; it is 
indifference only to the demands of the ego-self with its craving for pleasure and position, not to the well-being 
of one's fellow human beings. True equanimity is the pinnacle of the four social attitudes that the Buddhist texts 
call the 'divine abodes': boundless loving-kindness, compassion, altruistic joy, and equanimity. The last does not 
override and negate the preceding three, but perfects and consummates them. Equanimity is even-mindedness 
and serenity, treating everyone impartially.

Equanimity is a perfect, unshakable balance of mind, rooted in insight. Looking at the world around us, 
and looking into our own heart, we see clearly how difficult it is to attain and maintain balance of mind. Looking 
into life we notice how it continually moves between contrasts: rise and fall, success and failure, loss and gain, 
honor and blame. We feel how our heart responds to all this with happiness and sorrow, delight and despair, 
disappointment and satisfaction, hope and fear. These waves of emotion carry us up and fling us down; and no 
sooner do we find rest, than we are in the power of a new wave again. How can we expect to get a footing on the 
crest of the waves? How can we erect the building of our lives in the midst of this ever restless ocean of existence, 
if not on the Island of equanimity.

A world where that little share of happiness allotted to beings is mostly secured after many 
disappointments, failures and defeats; a world where only the courage to start anew, again and again, promises 
success; a world where scanty joy grows amidst sickness, separation and death; a world where beings who were 
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a short while ago connected with us by sympathetic joy, are at the next moment in want of our compassion — 

such a world needs equanimity.
But the kind of equanimity required has to be based on vigilant presence of mind, not on indifferent 

dullness. It has to be the result of hard, deliberate training, not the casual outcome of a passing mood. But 
equanimity would not deserve its name if it had to be produced by exertion again and again. In such a case it 
would surely be weakened and finally defeated by the vicissitudes of life.True equanimity, however, should be 
able to meet all these severe tests and to regenerate its strength from sources within. It will possess this power of 
resistance and self-renewal only if it is rooted in insight.

To establish equanimity as an unshakable state of mind, one has to give up all possessive thoughts of 
"mine," beginning with little things from which it is easy to detach oneself, and gradually working up to 
possessions and aims to which one's whole heart clings. One also has to give up the counterpart to such 
thoughts, all egoistic thoughts of "self," beginning with a small section of one's personality, with qualities of 
minor importance, with small weaknesses one clearly sees, and gradually working up to those emotions and 
aversions which one regards as the center of one's being. Thus detachment should be practiced.

To the degree we forsake thoughts of "mine" or "self" equanimity will enter our hearts. For how can 
anything we realize to be foreign and void of a self causeus agitation due to lust, hatred or grief? Thus the 
teaching of no-self will be our guide on the path to deliverance, to perfect equanimity.

Equanimity is the crown and culmination of the four sublime states. But this should not be understood to 
mean that equanimity is the negation of love, compassion and sympathetic joy, or that it leaves them behind as 
inferior. Farfrom that, equanimity includes and pervades them fully, just as they fully pervade perfect 
equanimity.

In this troubled world of ours, there are plenty of opportunities for thoughts and deeds of compassion; 
but there seem to be all too few for sharing in others' joy. Hence it is necessary for us to create new opportunities 
for unselfish joy, by the active practice of loving-kindness and compassion, in deeds, words, and meditative 
thought. Yet, in a world that can never be without disappointments and failures, we must also arm ourselves with 
the equanimity to protect us from discouragement and feelings of frustration, should we encounter difficulties 
in our efforts to expand the realm of unselfish joy.

The brahmaviharas speak to me of the ideals that should direct our lives — the ideals that can create the 

kind of society any truly religious person yearns for. Such a society would be one where loving kindness and 
compassion triumph over greed, where the success of one person does not mean the demeaning or exploitation 
of others, where rulers are guided by clear principles of right and wrong rather than hunger for praise or power. 
These "divine abidings" give a picture of the truly good. They touch the hope of all religions and can bring unity of 
purpose independent of a concept of God.

So let compassion for the good of humanity be at the forefront of religious encounters. May those who 
come from the monotheistic traditions discover that they can share their hopes for a righteous society with their 
Buddhist neighbors. May Buddhists find themselves united with their Jewish, Christian, and Muslim friends in 
working for a world where loving kindness takes the place of greed.

1.visuddhimagga chapter 9, C.A.F.Rhys Davids (Ed), 2 Vols, Landon, Pali Text Society, 1020-21.
2. C.D. Sebastian, The four Brahmaviharas of Buddhism: The Cardinal Virtues, Jnanatirtha: International Journal 
of Sacred Scriptures,VI(1), 2006.
3. Harvey B. Aronson, Love and Sympathy in Theravada Buddhism. Motilal Banarsidass.1980.
4. Harvey B. Aronson, Love and Sympathy in Theravada Buddhism. MotilalBanarsidass. 1980.
5.Gombrich, Richard F, How Buddhism Began, Munshiram Manoharlal, 1997.
6.Majjhimanikaya, tr. by Kurt Schmidt, Kristkeitz, Berlin, 1978, tr. by Tony Page.
7.Gombrich, Richard F. (1997), How Buddhism Began, Munshiram Manoharlal.
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